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Best Wishes
For a

Vo1. XV

No. 13

ef lee tor
NEW JERSEY STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE, NEWARK, N. J .

Schedule Change Proposed
A cha nge in the present class*
schedule is being contemplated.
The suggestion came from the
Faculty Committee on Student
Personnel, whose function is to
consider all matters affecting stuThe annual recognition day asdents. If the change does occur, it sembly was held on Thursday, June
will mean that classes will start on 1, 1950. Abraham Kaplowitz led
the even hour or half hour, de- the assembly in prayer, and then
pending on whether the first <;lass introduced Dr. Dougall, who in
begins at 8:30 or 9 o'clock. This turn introduced the various speakers.
would allow ten minutes between
Awards were presented by
every period. The chief reason for
Norms Theater Guild to: Leonard
t he change would be to provide
Horowitz, Donald Kahrmann, J oan
more time for changing classes.
McPhillips, Stephen De Maio, Zelda
This will help alleviate the crowdHuff Lowy and Beatrice Card.
eel condition of the stairways and,
Memorabilia pins were presented
perhaps, eliminate tardiness. Anto Zara Cohan, Jack Everman,
other advantage is that students
J ean Tetley, Julius Provine, and
will have more time for cons ulting
Peggy May.
with teachers between classes and,
The winners of the Nu Lambda
then too, it will be easier to r eKappa Literary contest were anmember when classes begin. The
nounced. They were Phyllis Dodargument against s uch a change is
sen and Manuel Rocha. Reflector
that it will add a half-hour to the
keys were presented to Mimi Shaday and may interfere with the
(Continued on Page Seven)
out-of-town commuters. The students were asked in the April 5 issue of the REFLECTOR to make
their feelings on s uch a move
known. In tbe absence of contrary

McKenna Award
Presented to
A. Kaplowit.z

comments by

t.he studen ts, the

Committee has recommended to
Dr. Dougall that t he change be
made effcctfre in September. If
anyone feels strongly on this matter, he may still• Jet his feelings be
known to Dr. Dougall, or by putting a note in the REFLECTOR
mailbox.

O>uncil Reports
Year's Activities
The new officers for the Student
Organization were announced at
the May 25 Assembly. They are:
Joseph
Tamburo,
President;
George Anderson, Vice-President;
Margaret Farley, Treasurer and
Rita Paterno, Assistant Treasurer.
The position of Secretary remains
open till September.
The year's activities were
summed up in each of the committee reports. Baseball and bowling were added to varsity sports
trus year. Clocks in the cafeteria
Tudor Room and auditorium were
supplied by the House Committee.
This group requests that investigation shows nothing can be done
about parking problems except cooperation between the students.
Members of the Social Committee should be commended for their
excellent job they did. With an
appropriation of two hundred dollars they sponsored two dances,
two teas and a Christmas program.
On June 6, 1950, three delegates
from this college will attend a
meeting of the Young Adult Council of the Newark Welfare Federation.

Students Tour
Stokes Forest

The first meeting of the Intercollegiate Science Club Conference
was held at New Jersey State
School of Conservation at Lake
Waplane, Stokes State Forest,
New Jersey. ~e affair began on
Friday, May 26, at 6:30 P.M. and
ended Sunday, May 28, at two
P.M.
Students from all colleges in
New Jersey were invited to attend.
The schedule of events were field
trips, lectures, exploration of PiJJman's Revue, Beaver Dam, local
animals and plants plus entertainment such as square dancing and
good food.
Those who attended from Newark State were: Ted Guerin, Ruth
DeForrest, Grace Koepchen, Eileen
Mentan, Domenica Rizzo, John
Ridgeway, Phyllis Dodson, Angeline Boisen, Lucy Fonseca, Alice
Elias, Ruth Schreter, Harriet
Rosenberg, Elaine Traettino, Shirley Leinwand and Mr. Lepp.

Frosh Elect
Chagnon, Telfer
The end of the year brought the
Freshman Class out in force to
cast the deciding ballots for their
class officers for the coming year.
The victors are:
President, Joseph Chagnon
Vice-President, Ann Telfer
Recording Secretary, Ann Micchelli
Corresponding Secretary, Judith
Weiss
Treasurer, Margaret Van Breeman.

Wonderful
Vacation

June 5, 1950

241 Will Receive Degrees
Gr,aduates to Hear Prominent Speakers
S . W kt E Ch I . *Dr.M.Horton
en1~r ee 90 Tx- Adadp a1n Graduation
Begin June
o
ress
·s
k
Sr. Services
pea er
Senior Week will be a full and
eventful one. The Planning Committee has arranged several programs which are designed to appeal to all members of the Senior
Class.
The Senior Ball will commence
the activities. This affair will be
held at the Towers on Friday,
June 9. Daticing to the strains of
Ernie Betzler and his orchestra is
only part of the entertainment
available. The Towers opens its
doors that night only to members
of the Senior Class and their
guests and the Ball is to be strictly
formal.
The Senfol' Picnic will follow
next at Tollman State Park, N. Y.,
on June 12. Swimming, baseball,
tennis, boating (Maybe even moonlight sailing), ru·c only some of
the won<lerful things planned.
Buses will leave the college at
10:00 A.M. The cost is $1.25 per
person.
The Senior Breakfast and the
Senior Tea will culminate the
activities of the week. The Breakfast is planned for June 13 in "the
college dining room." The following day will see the Tea Party.
Invitations have been extended to
the mothers of the graduating students for this gathering.
The class sincerely hopes that
the tradition which they have inaugurated this year, the Senior
Week, will remain an integral
part of school life.

Arciszewski
Is Elected
President
The Sophomores held their final
elections of class officers for the
coming year on May 19. Ra:9mond
Arciszewski, G.E., edged out Dolores Tursick for the Presidency.
The I.A.'s favorite son, Joseph
Bellina, triumphed over his female
opponent, Janet Hewitson, for the
Vice-Presidency. Phyllis Durget
was elected Secretary and Janet
Wrigley Treasurer.
President Arciszewski is a transfer student from Seton Hall College. Through his activity and interest in school affairs, he has
already left hls mark on both the
school and the students. A familiar
figure around the school is the new
Veep, who has won many friends
with his cordial manner.

Because he made such a favorable impression on two members
of the graduating class who met
him when they were in the Navy,
Captain Maurice M. Witherspoon,
formel' Chaplain in the United
States Navy will deliver the sermon at Baccalaureate Services on
Sunday, June 11, at 4:00 P.M.

The first woman ever to be commissioned by the United States
Navy, Director of the WAVES
during the last war, and former
President of Wellesley College, Dr.
Mildred McAfee Horton, will deliver the address at the Commencement exercises on Thursday, June
15, at 4:00 P.M. in the college auditorium. Dr. Horton will speak
before a group of two hundred and
forty-one candidates for the degrees of Bachelor of Science in
Education and their guests. The
graduating class includes one hundred and fifty-six students in the
resident college and eighty-five extension students, nine of which
will receive their Masters in Education.
Dr. Horton was placed on :ictive
duty by the Navy in Augu~t, 1942
as a Lieutenant Commander, and
resigned, February 1946, with the
rank of Captain. She was awa1·ded
the Distinguished Service Medal.
A past president of the Association of American Colleges, she is
also a member of the U. S. National Commission for UNESCO, the
only woman director of the New
York Life Insurance Company, and
a trustee of the New York Public
Library. She is a member of the
boards of several colleges in the
Orient.

During World War II, Captain
Witherspoon originated the "Education by Air" program, a chain of
night schools for the Naval Air
Transport Service reaching from
Maryland to Shanghai. This proParksville, Mo., is Dr. Horton's
gram brought instructors, textbooks, and religious and recrea- birthplace. She attended Francis
tional material to the men of the W. Parker School in Chicago, and
was g1'aduated from Vassar ColMarine Corps and Navy.
lege in 1920. She received her
Now r etired, the Chaplain has M.A. degree from the University
served in all of the United States of Chicago in 1928. Her career as
fleets, in China, Central America, an educator began at Tusculum
the Aleutians, and has followed College, Greenville, Tennessee,
the servicemen to civilian life in where she was acting professor of
his present capacity a s director of economics apd sociology. Dr. Horthe Masonic Veterans Service in ton also served as Dean of Women
New York City.
at Centre College; Executive SecCaptain Witherspoon holds the retary of the Associate Alumni of
Bronze Star Medal, awarded for Vassar College and as Dean of
his morale building work in the College Women at Oberlin.
Aleutian Chain; plus nine other
decorations. He was given the
COMMENCEMENT WEEK
Presidential Medal of Merit by
PROGRAM'.
Nicaragua anq was recommended
for the Distinguished Service Med- June
al by the Commanding General
9- 9:00 P.M.-Senior Ball
of the Marines.
11- 4:00 P.M.-Baccalaureate
Service
Captain Witherspoon comes with
a reputation as a dynamic speaker 12- 9 :30 A.M.-Senior Picnic
who understands young people. His 13-10:00 A.M.-Senior Breakfast
message on "America, Leader of a
Free World" should be both worth 14- 3 :30 P.M.-Senior Tea
while and interesting, not only to 15- 4:00 P.M.-Commencement
Exercises
the members of the graduating
class, but also to other guests.
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Letters to the Miss Denny
Editor
To Leave

June 5, 1950

Letters From the Administration
Best wishes for a good summer
vacation:
To the freshmen, whc;> have been
initiated into the swim of college
life and would welcome a chance
to come up for air;
To the sophomores, choosing in
earnest their professional careers
in the various college curricula;
To the juniors, rapidly assuming
their seniority rights as they anticipate the coming college year;
To the seniors, commencing
their cai-eers with the pride, the
hope, and the backing of the college;
To the faculty, working with
skill and earnestness and g reat
good will;
To all of the above, whether
your summer features work or
play, may a bit of both be mixed
and may you have a happy time.

After twenty-seven years of
Dear friends,
faithful service to the school, Mrs.
NEWARK, N . J.
I can hardly believe that my
Edith Denny, Assistant Registrar
Editor-in-Chief _ _ _ Mimi Shapiro '51 time is nearly up. But my leave at the college is retiring. Mrs.
A.11oeiate Editor _ _ _ _ Rose KJefo •51 of absence is running out-in spite
Denny, a graduate of this 9ollege
Auiat ant Editor _ _ Daniel Shapiro '52 of the extension I got--0n June
at the time it was known as NewFeature Editor - - - Theresa Leone '52 15 and I have to start my teachA rt Editor _ _ _ _ _ Natalie Molin '51 ·
·
M 34 b
d · 1 ark Normal School, has taught in
Sports Editor _ _ _
Frank Marmo, '52 mg again.
Y
~ys an gir S the Newark system. She started
1
Duainesa l\tanacer _ _ Lucy Fonseca '52 of the 7th grade w11l ask me a
at the "magnificent salary of four
AB1i1tant lltanacer _ Miriam Newmark '52 thousand and one questions ranghundred fifty dollars per year, and
Pac." Edi ton: Hildegard Pross, Myrna Wilk, ing from: "Wln'e you really on a
Doris Sohan, Bar\)ara Cooper, Roberta
taught anywhere along the line
Wolfe, June Seufort, H arriet Hennick.
skyscraper?" to "Have the Ameri- from the third to eighth grades!"
Re porters: Roberta Starke, Ri~ Sc~~ff•~• can Indians homework to do too?"
Burt Davia, Jerry Burnes, Marcia B1hnsk1,
Watching the college grow from
Catherine Donatiello, Alanna Weissman, I shall not tell them that more than
a two year normal school to a four
Mary Weber, Judy Selbiger, Lois Jaculla,
Miriam Ginsburg. Jenn Gower. Marie Roh- once I sighed a bit under the
rer, Mary Di Fiore, Abe Geier.
burden of voluminous books I carried home and that, in the very
Meebs
of my heart, I promised
Assocoeci 'Collef5iole Press depth
them never more so much homework! But, in earnest, I enjoyed
my study with all my heart and
I am sorry that the year is over.
Sincerely,
T he r esults from t he REFLEC- Besides the academic work, I visitEugene G. Wilkins,
TOR quest ionnai re a re in and, a l- ed about 26 different schools in
Dean of Instruction
though t he response fro m the stu- January and February and attended
a
number
of
educational
meetden ts was n ot as complete as
s hou ld have been, the s uggestions ings during the year. The differTo the Student Body:
a nd answers h ave given a clear ence bet\veen the educational
This past year has been wonderp icture of the subjects in question. system of America and Germany
ful and will remain outstanding
A strong boost has been given to is to be seen in the fact that on
for many years for many reasons.
t he pla nning committees of t he the whole the purpose of the
I have had the honor of serving
Studen t Council a nd to t he RE- schools in America is to advance year college has been her greatest you, the student body, and, as a
and educate the children to self- experience. Mrs. Denny enjoys be- result of my job, I have enjoyed
FLECTOR.
T he value in such questionnaires discipline, cooperation, and respon- ing with people, and "will miss the meeting many of you personally.
lies in the fact that t hey g ive com- sibility and the subject matters youngsters because I like them." It was a thrill to be elected Presiplete coverage to t he opinions of serve these goals whereas on the
This summer she plans to visit dent of the Student Organization;
t he student body. Th is is one way other s ide the emphasis of all New England and Nova Scotia and it has been even more thrilling
by which you can express your teaching from elementary schools take a well deserved rest. Next working for and with you.
opinion in conjunction wit.h your to the university is still more on yea1· she hopes to take a trip to
I would like to thank both the
classma tes. This is one wa y in the increase of knowledge":" We are the west coast . Wherever she is officers of the Student Council and
to
the
educa
tional
point
of
vie
w
whic h you can offer your s uggesthe s tudents wis h her well for they th e Section Leader s fo r t he splentions or express your d issatisfac- but once more revolutionism takes will miss her when she is gone.
did cooperation they have extime. In the 1920's this educational
tion.
tended and for the outstanding job
P erha ps the most notewor t hy movement from the subject matter
they have accomplished. It would
observation is t ha t the student to the child made headway in
have been impossible for the orbody a re com pletely doubtful a bout Germany until the interruption
ganization to have functioned
the actions of t he Student Council. from 1933-1945 when the subject
smoothly without them.
During the past week, many
T he bla me m ust lie in t he lack of matter became dominant again. It
May I also express _my sincere
pub licity a bout the activities a nd was very interesting for us to see of the students have been engaged, appreciation to the faculty. They
actions of the student governmen t. how far American schools had at one time or anothe1·, in filling have been wonderful and h elpful
RE FLECTOR must s hare t he bla me gone in teaching the child and out the Reflector questionnaire. both in their attitude and their
with the Council a nd with the stu- not the subject and H is extremely This information was requested by cooperation. I don't think that we,
helpful for u s when a number of Student Council for use in plan- the students, appreciate as fully
dents .
H owever , now t hat you have German teachers have a chance to ning its program for next year. as we should the vast reservoir
given your suggest ions, a nd ex- see that . and then go back and The questions covered Freshman of knowledge and humanness that
t remely help ful ones at t hat, we "push". But let's stop talking shop. Hazing, Reflector, and the Council we enjoy in our faculty.
promise that we sh all do our part Don't believe that I spent all my itself.
And I would like to thank you,
to report as fully as possible a II time in classrooms and the college
There was an amazing lack of the student body. If anything was
t he n ews about our government. library although both are very knowledge displayed on the part accomplished, at was as a result
T he Student Council promises to fascinating, too. I explored the of the students concerning the ac- of your cooperation.
organize t he best s uggestions a nd subway system of New York and I tivities of the Student Council and
To Joe Tamburo and his adminto incorporat e them in t he ir pro- think there is ne,•er such a thing the students' contributions to it. istration, lots of luck and success
in all the world than the Metro- This fact is probably connected for next year. I know that with
gram. T he rest is up to you.
REFLECTOR, t.oo, has been politan Opera. I got los t bet\veen with the feeling that there is a the students and the faculty behind
g iven a valua ble ouUook on you r skyscrapers and I got a feeling decided lack of publicity about the them, they will do a good job.
desires a nd opinions. Here again for the immense space of America student government. Several valuSincerely yours,
you r s uggestions will be incorpo- riding miles and miles through able suggestions were ' received
Abe Kaplowitz
rated into our format and cover- Virginia and Maryland without which might alleviate this situaseeing more than a few farms. tion in the future. A strong vote of
age next year .
The Americans are friendly and confidence was given to the section
CALENDAR FO R
A nd n ow is the time to say kind of heart. I spent happy week- leaders, although some dissatisfacSUMME R SCHOOL
good-bye for awhile. T his is our ends out in the lovely Jersey tion was expressed with attendance
June 6, 1950 - Registration
last issue for th e year and we h ave country, in Penn;ylvania, or at at the Council meetings.
for mid-year, 1949, Resitried t o g ive you twice as much Bay Head. I never saw such a
An overwhelming majority of
dent College Freshmen,
pleasure.
Wit h vacation j ust gay and merry crowd of young
students were in favor of con9:00 A.M.
a round the corner, our thoug hts, people than you, dear friends. I
tinuing Freshman Hazing as a
July 3, 1950 - Registration
like yours, a re on t he long summe r shall never forget our lunchroom
factor in maintaining school spirit
for Graduate Students,
weeks of swimming, lazing around, talks. They covered all areas of
and tradition. It was also felt that
1:00-3:30 P.M.
and no study.
life; sometimes we were very
the Senior Court contributed to the
July 5, 1950 - Registration
But we have ha d a lot of fun serious and critical but sometimes
success of last year's program.
for Undergraduate Stuthis year an d, s trange as it seems, we were just merry and silly. And
dents, 1:00-3:30 P.M.
Reflector
received
a
vote
of
cona re looking fo r ward to r eturning that I learned again.- 1 thank it
July 6, 1950 - Classes begin.
fidence
from
the
students.
The
anto our fr iends. T hat is th e only to you!
August 17, 1950 - Examinabad pa rt a bout the vacation time.
Going back now, I do so with swers also indicated that publications and end of summer
tion
should
continue
on
a
bi-weekly
We h ave t o leave our school heartfelt thanks. I thank my teachsession.
chums. It h as been swell working ers for I owe it to their help and basis and that more cartoons and
pictures
should
be
added.
with you a nd for you.
(Continued on Page Six}

Editorial

Questionnaire
Results

• • •

Message ·
From
The President
Some universities and teachers
colleges are noted for their impressive buildings and beautiful
campus;
some
acquire fame
through their successful football
teams; somE! attain prestige by the
selection of pres idents who have
outstanding
military
records;
others are famous for their diversified curriculum and unique
courses of study. Our college,
Newark State Teachers College,
cannot boast of these distinctions.
It does possess, however, a traditioi that the emotional and spiritual development of each individual student must complement his
intellectual growth.
We sincerely trust that this tradition has been demonstrated
thl"Ough the personal interest and
mutual understanding shown by
the students and faculty as, working together, they have created a
friendly atmosphere, good will and
the talents so much needed for
successful living today.
It is our earnest hope that the
graduates who leave our college
this year may be recognized not
only for their skill as teachers but
also because they exemplify those
friendly qualities of our tradition.
John B. Dougall
To the Students:
I often think that J une, like
J anus, h as t wo f aces - one looking back over the college year
that has just passed, and the
other looking ahead to the year
that is to come. June is the time
for taking stock and for making
plans.
As I look back over 1949-50, I
say - we've had a good year!
College spirit is on the up-grade,
the Student Organization has had
fine readership, and the Student
Council has taken its job seriously.
The Senior Class is once again
planning a Senior Week full of
activities such as we had before
the war. Several of the clubs have
had a particularly good year, and
an exciting new club is on the way.
A good foundation has been laid
upon which to build for next year.
But the success of next year's
program depends on each individual member of our college family. By thoughtfully electing representatives to the Student Council,
who will in turn thoughtfully
work toward making the Council
an even stronger force in the College, by taking an active part in
Student Organization, class and
club affairs, by supporting the
weekly assembly, which is the one
time we all come together, and
by feeling a personal adult responsibility for one's own actions, each
student will h elp to make 1950-51
a truly banner year,
To each senior, I wish a successful, and happy future. We shall
miss you. Tb the rest of you, whatever your plans, may you have a
good summer!
Harriet E. Whiteman,
Director of Student Personnel
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Editorial
Comment

The
Inquiring Reporter
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Norms Workshop Features
Soph, Dance
"Tempest in a Teacup"
Wonderland
* With "A Tempest in a Teacup,"
•
A·
,
Norms Theatre Guild has launched
Ufilfi}
SS
fi
upon
its workshop plan. This is
Al
Time
·ck
Slate
a
plan
whereby plays will be proDespite adverse weather condiduced with all those interested

Several issues back, we printed
Question: What was your most
a n article about the r efor mat ion of outstanding experience during the
N u Lambda Ka ppa, t he college past school year?
Ziggy H a rder, Fr. - Before the
litera ry society. During t he past
weeks, we have been kept well in- last All-School Dance, the word
tions, a good crowd attended the
for med about their prog ress: t he got around that my orchestra was
Sophomo1·e Class Dance on Friday,
The Alumni Association of Newcontest for student literati; their going to play at the affair. I was
May 19, in the gym. Music was ark State Teachers College recentt ransform ation into an honorary, pestered, haunted, and begged to
furnished by Ziggy Harder and his ly elected their officers for the
elective fr aternity; t heir preJ)ara- play the songs "Body and Soul"
orchestra amid an "Alice in Won- coming year. David Harris, Princit ions for the annual ant hology. We and "Daddy's Little Girl" by cerderland" atmosphere. Decorations pal of the Saybrook School, Hillext end our congratulations for an tain sophomores. This went on for
included anin;ial, heart and poetic side, was elected President. Other
weeks while I was threatened,
outstanrung job.
motifs.
officers include William Russo, a
Not only has N u Lambda Kappa bribed, and warned. I played those
Each lady was presented with a teacher at Berkeley Heights, Viceincreased their own standards as numbers, but not one of the percorsage of roses and lilacs through President; Dorothy Rietz, Secrean extracurricula r activity, but it sons involved was present when
the courtesy of the Sophomore tary; and Walter Pezda, the librahas also provided a needed boost their particular song was played.
Class. These corsages were ar- rian at the Clinton Branch of the
towards the improvement of school They'll do it every time.
1·anged by Sydell Oksman and Ai- Newark Public Library, Treasurer.
Dolores Iaccabucci, Soph. - I
spirit. It could not do otherwise.
leen Mentan. Special orchids were
Our school s pirit is maintained by can't tell you his name.
presented to the first and twentyIrene H ollaender, Jr. - During
each and every college activity
fifth couples and to the winner of
and is a lways directly a ffected by Practicum, while we were discussan elimination dance contest. The
t heir accomplishments. N u Lamb- ing the Plains Indians, little Jeflucky girls were Dolores Giffonielda, in holding t heir contest, for all frey wanted to know if the canla, Helen Thompson and Aileen
telopes
were
still
running
around
The varsity ballplayers of both
students, has again become one of
Menton.
major sports received their letters
our most important contribut ing the range.
Also attending the affair were
Dr. Mase, Faculty - Participaon June 1 during the Recognition
clubs.
Dr. Vaughn-Eames, Mr. and Mrs.
Day Assembly. Sixteen baseball
The literary contest deserves tion in National Conferences for
Richardson and Mr. James E.
s pecial attention. While only open Handicapped Children and Adults. Downes. Both Mr. Richardson and awards, fourteen varsity and seven
Mr. D'Angola, Faculty - This
junior varsity basketball awards
for a short period of time, t he conMr. Downes sported beautiful
were presented.
test a tt racted an overwhelming may be selfish, but my most outsprig-o-lilac
boutonnieres
and
Coach McMeen announced that
number of contributions. One out- standing expe1·ience was in receiv- looked quite charming.
that "the following players restanding fact must be noticed ; n ot ing so many messages of good
ceived varsity baseball letters:
only are the students of our school wishes when I was in the hospital.
Joseph Bellina, Dan Porzio, Al
capable of writ ing some outstand- I didn't know I had so many friends.
H arry Linkin, Sr. - My most
Cohn, Dan Shapiro,
Charles
ing compositions and poems, t hey
Whichard, Ray Arciszewski, Jim
are also avidly seeking an outlet outstanding experiences were (1)
Blakey, Tony Pal misano, Frank
for their creative ta lent. Both the getting married, (2) being elected
contest and t he annual anthology to Kappa Delta Pi, and (3) discovA new plan is being initiated in- Marmo, Barney Tonnesen, J ohn
ering that "Dr." Quinn was not the to the "Big Brother and Sister" Mastroean, Frank Ippolito, Felix
f ulfill t heir need.
T hose of you who remember the President of the college.
program at the college. Next year Palomba, Bill Schaeffer, Ernie
Nu Lambda Kappa a nthology of
the Sophomores in each counseling Hobbie and Manager Jack Ridgelas t year wiJI be pleased to hear
group will receive fir st choice of way.
Varsity ba sketball awards were
tha t the 1950 edition will be pubThe J ohn S. French Chapter of F reshman brothers and sisters.
lished in September and distribut - the F.T.A. ended a year of activity Juniors will have second choice and presented to Gerry McElroy, Frank
ed at the fra ternity's tea.
·by electing new officers for the Seniors third. In thls way it is Marmo, Jack Smith, August BeisAnd so, for a job well done, RE - 1950-51 term. Those voted into hoped that a greater degree of ler, Seymour Shapfro, Ernie HobFLECTOR offers t heir cong ratu- office are: J ohn Huysman, Presi- comradeship will prevail among bie, Bill Schaeffer, Frank Vogt,
lations t o t he third college publi- dent; Helen Widdis, Vice-Presi- the group. More plans are in the Fred Mantz, Al Cohn, Abe Kapcation, N u La mbda Kappa, and to dent; Doris Sohn, Corresponding making to insure the success of lowitz and Dutch DenBleyker. Manager Abe Sherman will also rethe members who have made its Secretary; Mary Tuttle, Recording the program.
ceive a varsity emblem.
success possible.
Secreta1·y and Jean Gower, TreasJunior Varsity basketball leturer.
ters were issued to Frank IppoThe past year's activities inlito, Len Mandlebaum, Joe Chageluded weekly meetings at whlch
non, Maynard Sando!, Neil Kastevaluable information was obtained
lein, and Managers Stan Grossman,
and issued to the members. The
The Student Council has ap- Ray Arciszewski and Bill Harring.
The Annual Spring Conference club was responsible for establishing
high
school
F.T.A.
chapters
proved
the House Committee's plan
sponsored by the New Jersey Art
Education Association, Fine Arts in both the Belleville and Union to obtain a 'typewriter for the
The REFLECTOR staff elected
Alumni and Fine Arts Department High Schools. Students from var- student's use. Next year, a used
of Newark State Teachers College, ious high schools were entertained typewriter donated by the Admin- the Editorial Board for the coming
evoked many ooo's and ahhh's. The and taken through the college by istration will be available to the year at a recent meeting. The Edimain corridor, lined with non-ob- F.T.A. members. The chapter made students at a small fee. The ma- tors for 1950-51 are: Teresa Leone,
jective and abstract paintings on a fine showing at the annual F.T. chine will be kept in the personnel Editor-in-Chief; Dan Shapiro, Asone side of the wall and normal A. convention at Montclair State office in Miss Slavitt's charge, but sociate Editor;' HaiTiet Hennick,
works of art on the other, caused Teachers College, where several may be used in any spot in the Assistant Editor; Jean Gower,
the greatest controversy. Although of the members participated in the building for five cents an hour. Business Manager; Myrna Wilk,
the turnout of expected visitors panel discussions. Mr. H. Mac- It may be taken home overnight Assistant Business Manager; Hilwas comparatively small, the ar- David and Mr. D. Harris were for twenty-five cents. These degard Pross, Feature Editor.
Other officers of the newspaper
dent group of educators broadened speakers sponsored by the F.T.A. amounts are still open to question,
their experiences by observing Motion pictures whlch entailed· however. The fee will provide for will be: Roberta Wolfe, Art Edieducational policies were presented maintenance of the machine. If tor,; Frank Marmo, Sports Editor;
speakers and the exhibit.
Highlights of the exhibit were to the group. On the lighter side the venture proves to be successful Doris Sohan, Page Editor.
Al Kochka's students work on the the club sponsored a card party in that the students make use of
second floor from Point Pleasant initiated an annual picnic and held the typewriter, a new machine
School
Miss Lockwood's un- a joint farewell-birthday party for will be bought with. the money P hone: MArket 3-1790
ceasing energy . . . Miss Mitchell's Miss Frances Hollander in the Tu- obtained from the fee charged for
Cree ne Sporting Coocfs
fine display of Home Furnishings dor Room on May 16. Great plans use of the present machine. Thus
OUTFITTERS: NJSTC Athletic Team•
. . . "Doc" Calcia's welcomed pres- are in the making for the coming there will be two typewriters.
tor over a quarter of a «ntury.
If, after the typewriter has been
ence . . . the complete sellout of year.
-oavailable for two months, and it
the Alumni stationery and jewelry
CLUB J ACKETS AND TEAM
is
unused
or
misused,
the
Council
. . . and the continued good-looks
UNIFORMS MADE TO ORDER
will take further action. Students
Inter-Varsity Christian
of Mr. T11:tton and Mr. McMenaowho use the mach ine are responsmin after chaperoning t he guests.
F ellowship
H.
A.
CREENE
CO.
ible for the condition in which it
The Fine Arts people would like
2:15
Wednesday
8th
Ave.
30
HALSEY
STREET
is
returned.
Ten
dollars
per
year
to thank .t he rest of the faculty
Non-Sectarian Bible Study
NEWARK 2, N. J.
will be appropria,ted to the House
and students for putting up with
Committee.
their banging and painting.

Pl

Varsity Letters
Awarded

Brother-Sister
Program Changed

F.T.A. Ends Year

Art Exhibit
Huge Success

T
•t
y pewr i er
Donated to
Students

Leone Elected Ed

participating so experience may
be gleaned through practice. The
members of the Norms are being
encouraged to write original plays
so that they may be staged by
fellow students as experimental
productions.
The first of these experimenta
plays was written by Stephan De
Maio.
The story concerns a fanatical
old woman, who has raised her
brother's son from infancy and
controlled him to the extent that
he grew up a weakling. The boy is
the only one she has left in the
world, and she is determined that
nothing shall come between them
A clever prologue brought us up
to-date on the proceedings. Ob
sessed with this overabundance of
love, Lady Clarissa bas poisoned
he1· brother, the boy's true parent
and attempts to poison his fiancee
This attempt is unsuccessful, and
Lady Clarissa is finally found out
by her "son" and an inspector
arrives on the scene to take her
away. As he sweeps into the scene
of the crime, he accidentally
knocks over a table on which
rested a t r easured, mystical statue
from the Orient. Lady Clarissa
believed it to have some metaphysical power and would allow
no one to touch it. Par t of the
inscription read " H e who breaks
this, his house sha ll be doomed.'
Of course, immediately after the
statue is broken, the inspector tells
Lady Clarissa she must come ,vith
him. She asks for a few moments
to drink her tea. Emily, the maid,
brings her tea and Lady C. poisons
it and drinks it, thereby believing
she has triumphed by killing her
self. The last three minutes of the
entire play were the most sus
pensful we have seen on this stage
in a long time. The person who
held us all so spellbound was
Norma Riley.
Others who contributed their in
dividual talents were: ,Don Kahr
mann as the son, Steve DeMaio
as the father, Phyllis Fisher as
Margaret, Larry Buchner as a
gentleman, Connie DePietro as the
lady, and Emily was played by
Menica Galant.

Forum Club
Elects
The Forum Club climaxed an
important and eventful year with
the election of Abe Gier as Presi
dent for the coming year. Other
officers are: Vice President Lor
raine Van Riper, Secretary Joe
anne McDermott, and Treasurer
Barbara Stone.
Some of t he activities which the
group has participated in during
the year were weekly discussions
on topics Qf. international, national
and local interest, several debat es
,vith outside organizations, two
t rips to the United Nations, the
drafting of a new constitution and
preparing next year's programs.
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Miss Rafferty
·
T0 Res1gn

After four years on the faculty
as an Ins tructor of English, Miss
Louise Rafferty is "graduating
with the Class of '60." She has res igned from her post to head for
the green pastures of California.

I

•: .;,;,

Kappa Delta Pi
Elects Officers
Kappa Delta Pi, Honorary Educational Fraternity recently elected Elizabeth Quinlan to its presidency at a Lawn Party at the
home of Mrs. Plenty, faculty adviser. Other officers are: VicePresident, Joe Pijas; Secretaries,
Helen Bizer and Sylvia Macioci.
A regular business meeting was
held at the party, refreshments
were served and everyone had a
wonderful time.

Meet:
Ray Arciszewski

Senior Show Miss Seager
To Retire
Smash Hit
With hands sore from clapping,
directors entertaining laryngitis,
and music makers counting ulcers,
the red velvet curtains closed on
the Senior Show. The only remark
the seniol's had to make was: "The
Senior Class wishes to express its
most sincere sympathy to the Junior Class who now have something
to work up to!"
Zara Cohn received a deluge of
congratulations for capably staging a marvelous show by simply
screaming the one solitary stage
direction gleaned in theatre art
class, that direction being: "Use
your upstage hand!" There was a
not too vague similarity to certain faculty members during the
last scene which bore a faint resemblance to a cartoon smack out
of New Yorker.
The vocalists were excellent, the
chorus proved to be definitely in
tune doing a grand job in the confines of some very cleverly executed settings.
One of the many lilting tunes
was "Way Back Home." Cupid
shot his proverbial arrow at the
coo-some twosome of Michael Elia
and Rosita MacPhea. This carefree but coy combo did a very
snappy rendition of "This I'll Never Do"-but--know what? ... they
did! "Petronella, Petronella" was
a stimulating little number concerning an able-Grable (Esther
Pincus) and was very well enacted.
The Barber Shop Baritones in
the persons of Walter Bleeker,
Wilbur Nelson, William Joost, and
Walter Hodgson did right by "Minnie the Mermaid." Joan MacPhillips and Norma Riley frolicked
through the spirited "Dearie" acting a s only Mac and Riley can!
Loaded with dynamite and
catchy guises, talented Walt Bleeker gave some very authentic impersonations of Al Jolson, Nellie
Lutcher, Cass Daley, and other
celebrities. All this T.N.T. was accompanied by a Rayburn & Finchtype gimmick backstage.
We have Mimi Veres to thank
for the sharp melodies, and another bright female, C. Haggerty, is
credited for writing the very
catchy and clever dialogue.

"It is always more interesting to
think and talk about the present
and future than to reminisce about
the past." With these words, Miss
Louella Seager, who is re:iring
this year, made comment on her
plans for the future. She is looking forward to a life of leisure
changing an "avocation of more
than fifteen years into a vocation."
From here on her work will consist of conducting parties to various countries abroad: Europe,
South America, and Asia. The
visits wil l be made by air with
lengthy stops in several places.
Miss Seager is planning to Jive
abroad, returning to beloved places
-especially those off the beaten
track. She believes one should live
dynamically and vitally with each
passing day.

Raymond Arthur J ohn Arciszewski . . . resides in Irvington, N. J.
... attended Irvington High School
and is a transfer student from Seton Hall College ... was active in
many sports among which are the
basketball team, where he was a
It just will not be the same at guard ... baseball team, 3rd base,
Newark State next year! The fu- and a member of the Newman club
ture English classes will miss the .. . likes people that are altruistic,
constant references to the glory of
New England. We wonder how
Miss Rafferty's devotion to "olde"
New England is going to fare once
she meets up with the loyal Californians, to whom California is
"God's Country" and the rest of
the nation doesn't rate at all.
She has expressed her enjoyment at working with the faculty
and students here, and is particularly impressed with the friendliness and good will of the students,
their serious determination a nd devotion to the principles of teaching. "I feel that I have learned a
honest, sincere, taciturn and intelgreat deal here, and that the good
ligent . .. librnry is his hideaway
spirit of Newark State is worth
. . . president of next year's Junior
canying on in another part of the
class, he ,vill strive for an intellicountry."
•
gent and capable administration.
The Reflector Staff, on behalf of
all the students of the college, join
together in wishing Miss Rafferty
a pleasant journey and success in
the future.

f

1

Farewell LetterClass of 1950

During her stay at N.S.T.C. Miss
Seager has literally worked with
thousands of students; s he feels
she has made many friends. Originally her job entailed work entirely in Field Supervision, however, she has taught P sychology,
History of Philosophy, Philosophy
of Education and courses dealing
with American Education.
For a number of years she has
been adviser to the members of
the Horse-Back Riding Club. She
has been adviser to the Nu Theta
Pi Sorority since it was formulated at the coJlege. She considers
this a wonderful experience for
the Sorors and she has had a thoroughly enjoyable relationship.
To Miss Seager, who certainly
has much before her, the students
and faculty wish the best of luck.

To the Faculty and
the Student Body:
At the request of the REFLECTOR s taff, the class of 1960 is
writing a farewell letter to the
faculty and the student body. Our
message includes, of course, our
good wishes and appreciation for
all the college has done for u.,. But
what we wish to stress is this. We
hope that our successful efforts to
bring back some of the lively college activities such as the full Senior Picnic, intra-class entertainments, Senior Week, etc., will be
actively continued by the future
Senior classes. We feel confident
that the good spirit which these
activities have helped to create
will aid in establishing them as a
traditional part of Newark State.
Julius Provine,
Pres., Class of 1950

Albert's Luncheonette
2041/.i BROADWAY
NEWARK 4, N . J.

Home Cooking
School Suppliu
Booka and Papers
"Near the College-for the College I"

Meet:
Mimi Shapiro

Mimi ... hard working editor of
the REFLECTOR .. . member of
Fine Arts . . . Omega Phi Soror
. . . Burns the midnight oil every
night in the week, ("and especially
,n week - ends") . . . active in
g r o u p leaders hip . . . editor
of two other
publications outside of school
. . . constantly
as ki ng that
eternal q u e s tion: "Where's
that article that was due yesterday?" . . . continually running, if
not to a meeting, out to Brooklyn
. . . which leads directly to L~rry
-her red-headed fiance . . . plans
to be married after graduation . . .
has created works of art in sculpture . . . small enough (in height)
to fit in display case on first floor;
makes wonderful exhibit of herself
... especially walking through Mr.
Downes' history classes in "fatigues" . . . 1--ves odd food at the
oddest hours . . . asked what she
thrills at, she only blushed! . . .
learning to play tennis (as the
black and blue marks tes tify) .. .
looking forward to a peaceful Senior year.

With the
Exception
By Hildegarde Pross

The bill, S:3102, Physically
Handicapped Children's Education
Act of 1950, 1·eceived Senate hearings on May 16, 17 and 18 in
Washington, D. C. This bill is
sponsored by The National Society .for Crippled Children and
Adults Inc. and, if passed, will
enable the states to make more
adequate prov1s1on for special
services that are needed for the
education of physically handicapped children.
This bill is needed badly as
there are more than two million
children who cannot be enrolled
in regular classes and, of this
number, only ;bout a quarter
million are now receiving special
aid. While there are some Federal
State programs providing for
"surgery, hospitalization, medical
care and treatment of crippled
children," there is no Federal
State program for the education of
physically handicapped children.
Education for all children includes education for those with
special needs. This legislation will
help greatly in establishing and developing educational programs for
physically handicapped children.
States with no special programs
will receive financial and professional help; states with such a
program will receive aid in expansion and development.
All children physically handicapped so as to r equire special
educationa l services will be benefited by this bill. Since it costs
from two to five times as much
to educate a crippled child, the
states will need financial aid. The
appropriation will be divided
among the states on the basis of
the number of children in each
state.
The state will not lose its right
to develop and operate its educational program as this bill will
not. give the federal government
control.
Many outstanding people gave
their testimonies at these hearings. They stressed the fact that
so many children's lives are being
wasted merely because there is
no way for them to get an educa•
tion, no way for them to become
useful members of society. Since
many states are unable to provide
adequate educational facilities, it
is necessary for the federal government to provide such aid.
Such people as Dr. Wendel Johnson from the University of Iowa,
and Dr. J ohn Lee, Dean of the
Graduate School of Wayne University spoke on the first day. On
the second day, the 17th, Dr.
Mase, Dr. Anne Carlsen, ,head
of the guidance department of
the Jamestown School for Crippled Children, and others spoke.
Dr. Carlsen has nei_ther arms nor
legs but, through proper education, was able to make a success
of her life.
The hearings are over; now all
one can do is wait and hope that
the legislators will realize the importance of this bill and put all
their support and backing behind
it.
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Final Examination Schedule-June 7-13
Wednesday, June 7, 1950 •
Period

Cottrse

Section

Eng. 104
Eng. 104
F.A. 244
Math. 312
Math. 312
Eng. 312
I .A. 334

Room

1st and 2nd
Eng. 102
Eng. 102
Eng. 102
Eng. 102
Eng. 102
Eng. 102
Eng. 102
Eng. 102
Ed. 302

31
Fr. l
33
Fr. 2
30
Fr. 3
Fr. 1-4-6 26
Fr. 2-5 R 35
Fr. 5
23
22
Fr. 6
24
Fr. 7
Jr. 1-2Aud.
3-4-5

Math 412
Math 412
Math 412
Ed. 432
F.A. 444

Sr. 1
Sr.2
Sr.5
Sr.3
Sr.4

27
28
28-B
3
36

Ed. 302
Ed. 302
Ed. 422
I.A. 432
F.A. 442
Mus. 202

Sr. 1
Sr.5
Sr. 2
Sr.3
Sr.4
Soph. 1-24-5-6

28
28-B
27
26
36

3rd and 4th

3rd and 4th

6th and 7th
Fr. 6 X
Fr. 7 X
Soph. 4
Jr. 5
Jr. 2
Jr. 1
Jr. 3

Ph. Ed. 412

3
3
35
24
28
31
28-A

Course

~ection

Room

1st and 2nd
F.A. 446
F.A. 412
F.A. 412
F.A. 412
Sci. 106

I.A. 232
Ed. 252
Ed. 252

Sr.4
35
Sr.l
33
Sr.2
30
Sr.5
31
Fr. 1-2-34-5-6
Aud.
Soph. 2-5
Soph.3
27
Jr.2
3
Jr. 5
24

Soph.3

Sci. 108

Fr. 1-2-34-5-6-7 Aud.

I.A. 332
F.A. 342
CLEANING
F .A. 242
Soc. Sci. 312
Soc. Sci. 312
I.A. 336
F.A. 348
Soc. Sci. 312

Soph. 4
Jr. 1
Jr. 2
Jr. 3
Jr. 4
Jr. 5

6th and 7th
Aud.
28
23
24
26
35
30

Monda y, June 12, 1950
Period

Course

Section

Room

Mus. 102

Fr. 1-25-6-7

Aud.

I.A. 132
F.A. 142
Ed. 407
Ed. 407

Fr.3
Fr.4
Soph.3
Soph.4

26
33
28-B
24

Soc. Sci. 10a
Soc. Sci. 102
Soc. Sci. 102
Soc. Sci. 102
Soc. Sci. 102
Soc. Sci. 102
Soc. Sci. 102
Eng. 312
I.A. 338
F.A. 348

Fr. 1
Fr. 2
F1-. 3
Fr. 4
Fr. 5
Fr. 6
Fr. 7
Jr. 2
Jr. 3
Jr. 4

SENIORS
Soc. Sci. 202
Soc. Sci. 202
Soc. Sci. 202
Soc. Sci. 202

Soph. 1
Soph. 2
Soph. 5
Soph. 6

1st and 2nd

Aud.

Mus. 202

Aud.

Fr.1
24
Fr.2
23
28-B
Fr. 3
Fr.4
30
Fr. 5
28
Fr. 6
31
Fr.7
33
Soph. 1-2 Aud.
5-6
26
Jr.3
Jr.4
35

Math. 102
Math. 102
Math. 102
Math. 102
Math. 102
Math. 102
Math. 102
Ed. 252

Friday, June 9, 1950
Period

Sr. 1-23-5

34

6th and 7th

3rd and 4th
Eng. 202
Eng. 202
Eng. 202
Eng. 202
Eng. 202
Eng. 202
Ed. 304
Ed. 304
Ed. 304
Ed. 304
Ed. 304

Soph. 1
Soph. 2
Soph. 3
Soph. 4
Soph. 5
Soph. 6
Jr. 1
Jr. 2
Jr. 3
Jr. 4
Jr. 5

30
31
33
35
24
23
27
28-B
26
28
3

Cou1·se

Section

Room

1st and 2nd
I.A. 438
Eng. 412
Eng. 412
Eng. 412
Sci. 102
Ed. 332
F.A. 334

Sr. 3
35
Sr.1
30
Sr. 2
33
Sr.5
31
Fr. 1-2-34-5-6
Aud.
Soph. 2-6
Jr. 3
26
Jr. 4
37

Eng. 104
Eng. 104
Sci. 402
I.A. 234
F.A. 246
Sci. 312
Ed. 322
F .A. 350
F.A. 312

Sr.3
23
24
Sr.4
Fr. 1-2-34-5-7
Aud.
Soph.1
Fr.6X
3
Fr.7X
3
Soph. 1
26
Soph.3
28-A
Soph.4
37
Jr. 1
22
Jr.2
28-B
Jr. 4
23
Jr. 5
35

31
37
29
30
24
26

Tuesday, June 13, 1950
Pe1·iod

Course

Section

Room

~g. 104
Eng. 104
Eng. 104
Eng. 104
Math. 212
Math. 212
Math. 234
Math. 212
Math. 212

Fr. 1-2
Fr. 3
Fr. 4
Fr. 5-7
Soph.1
Soph. 2
Soph.3
Soph.5
Soph.6

27
27
31
28
24
26
33
23

F.A. 102

Fr. 1-2-35-6-7
Aud.

F.A. 144
Ed. 204
Ed. 204
Ed. 204
Ed. 204
Ed. 204
Ed. 204

Fr.4
Soph. 1
Soph.2
Soph.3
Soph.4
Soph.5
Soph.6

1st and 2nd

3rd and 4th
Ed. 407
Ed. 407
Sci. 104

33
28-B

6th and 7th

Thursday, June 8, 1950
Period

23

27
24
26
28
35

3

3rd and 4th

34
23
24
26
28
31
30
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Letters to Editor
(Continued fr011t Page T wo)
understanding that I gained so
much from my courses and I thank
you, my young friends, for your
friendship with which you have
taken me in. Let us continue that
and feel free to write me anytime you want "first-hand" information about something. My
home address is : Franziska Hollaender, Heidelberg, Noerdliche
Panoramastrabe 16, Germany,
American Zone. I do hope I can
come back as an exchange teacher
in not too long a time from now.
I wish you all luck and I am,
Forever yours,
Frances

Brother & Sister

Meet: ·
Cross Currents Teachers' Corner
I Joseph Chagnon

Sigma Kappa Phi Sorority held
a Mother and Daughter Banquet
May 18. at Millburn Inn. A good
time was had by all.
A successful year of many social events was concluded on Memorial Day week-end with a stay
at Ocean Grove for the sorors.

-~

Joseph Vernon Chagnon • • •
President of new Soph. Class . . .
lives in Newark . . . attended St.
Benedict's Prep.... has no special
dislikes . . . likes honesty, sincerity, sports and traveling ... is sec-

* * *

Three sophomore girls, Cecilia
Nicholas, Clyde Bailey, and J ean
Williams, have recently been
pledged to Alpha Kappa Alpha,
a National Sorority. Initiation took
place Friday night, May 19 a nd formal installation on Saturday, May
Dear Editor:
This is an open letter to all the 20 at the Alum ni House. Other
seniors who worked on the Senior pledgees have also been initiated
Show and t o all those who stum- at neighboring colleges.
* • *
bled into the auditorium. Many
Nu Sigma Phi Fraternity held
thanks to you all. T he s how was
a great s uccess or so I hear, and a fishing trip at Brielle on Monthis was due to the wonderful day, May 15: J oseph Pijas was the
lucky one, catching 48 fish and
cooperation we received.
May f a lso add - the script winning all the prizes.
On Sunday, May 21, a baseball
was an asset - written by our
own, modest Claire Hagger ty. game with Sigma Theta Chi Fraternity was held at Cheesequake
Bouquets to her too!
State Park. Nu Sigma won by a
Sincerely,
scor e of 16 to 12. Favored with
Zara Ruth (Quinn, Gussie)
pleasant weather, a wonderful
Cohan
time was enjoyed.
A Letter to the Editor:
Results of the election for the
A friendly message from Scotty's
following school year are as folDiner.
A short time ago a minimum lows: President, Joseph Pijas; Vice
charge was introduced during rush President, Herbert Sachs; Treashours. This charge bas been dis- urer, Harold Kedersha, and Secrecontinued. In place of this mini- tary, Harry Kreis.
Tentative plans are being made
mum charge, the management of
Scotty's Diners sincerely request for a beach party and picnic at
the cooperation of the students. the shore to conclude the end of
The operation of a large diner the school year.
entails substantial overhead. Our
* * *
business is confined mostly to rush
Delta Sigma P i Sorority thanks
hours, periods during which the Rhoda Chesler for her gracious
booths must have a rapid turnover hospitality at the important occaof patrons, in order to compensate sion Sunday, May 21, when Lambfor the slower periods of the day. da Chapter were their guests.
In short, please place your order
To culminate their eventful
promptly, we will fill it promptly year, Delta Sigma will hold a
and please leave when you have gala event on June 3. There are
finished so as to make room for plenty of surprises in store for
your friends and neighbors.
the sorority sisters.
Many thanks for your cooperaA few of the sorors plan to
tion and patronage.
attend the Young Adult Week-end
Sincerely,
at Kessler Hotel in Mt. Freedom.
Scotty's Diners.
* * *
...,,,,.....~~ Omega Phi Sorority h eld its Annual Mother's Day Tea on May
15th in the Tudor Room. Entertainment, corsages and refreshments combined to make the affair
By RITA SCHAEFFER
The Glee Club and Mixed Chorus, a success. Plans have been made
including many members of the for a spring picnic and gala party
Senior Class, will participate at to climax the social season.
Baccalaureate and Graduation ex* * *
Alpha Theta Pi Sorority spent
ercises, respectively. An interesting and varied selection of pieces a hilarious week-end at the s ummer
have been chosen under the usual home of Rosalie Distasio, a senior.
fine direction of Miss Rogers and Eleven girls attended and s uch a
Mr. Gerrish.
good time was had by a ll that
What's New? . . . Big Band another week-end is planned in the
comeback is headline news in re- future. The girls were favored
cent issues of Downbeat and other with pleasant weather and a few
musical publications. Herman's are now sporting a s light s unHerd is starting fresh, which is burn. Marilyn McNish and RosaO.K. as long as combo's like lie Distasio prepared the chow.
Shearing's "polite bop," Kenton's
The sorority will end the year
"progressive jazz," and Ella's vo- of social events with a Senior Tea
cals stay too!!
in honor of the seniors who are
Attention Sophomores ... Faust graduating.
•♦ * *
and the Devil, new motion picture
inspired by Goethe's drama and
Nu Theta Chi Sor ority spent
Gounod's music is showing now the Memorial week-end at the
at the Little Car negie Theatre, shore. The girls will spend this
West 57th, N.Y.C.
week-end at Ocean Grove.

--- --- --- --- --- --Sharps & Flats
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tion representative . . . belongs to
weight lifting club, basketball and
Rifle Club ... can usually be seen
in the corridors, if not in the library . . . platform which will
strive for stronger unity of the
Soph. Class, and by attaining this,
aid in the support of both student
and scholastic affairs.

Meet:
Natalie Molin
"Nat" ... busiest girl in school
.. continually helping out where
needed most ... Art Editor of REFLECTOR; Captain of the Girls'
Basketball Team, and President of
that club; First
violinist in the
orchestra; member of the A.A.
. . . official poster maker of the
Assembly Committee .. . Chancellor of Omega
Phi Sorority ...
Ju nior F ine
Arts, and one of the artiest of the
bunch ... favorite outfit-CLEAN
dungarees . . . always trying to explain an absh·act picture to someone who doesn't understand them
. . . favorite excursion is to the
Newark Library with five gfrls in
the back of that green Studebaker
. . . chauffeur t o all the gang ...
Motto - A new man fo1· every
dance . . . Favorite dance partner,
Mr. "Teacher" Downes.

Mary Govelitz, sophomore in the
kindergarten-primary curriculum
became engaged to Steven Vozar
of Woodbridge, N. J. on April 29,
1950. Mary is a member of N o
Theta Chi Sorority. Mr. Vozar
attends Rutgers University and
is employed by American Smelting
and Refining Co. of South Amboy.
It will be a June wedding for
Harriet Zelefsky, a senior in the
Kindergarten-primary curriculum.
She will be married to William
Fishback on Sunday evening, June
18, 1950 at the Gold Manor in
Brooklyn, New York.
Recently engaged was Betty
Sinner, Sophomore, G.E. to Eugene
Stan, a former Rutgers New
Brunswick student. Betty is a
member of Sigma Kappa Phi sorority and Eugene is a a Theta Chi,
Rutger's Beta Delta Chapter. Both
are residents of Bloomfield and
are grnduates of Bloomfield High.
Eugene is employed in Conditioning Co., Newark.
Vida Baylin, a senior in the
General Elementary Curriculum,
was recently engaged to Fred Naftalc; they have set November 18
as THE date. She transferred from
Montclair S.T.C. Fred attended
N.C.E., Rutgers and N.Y.U. and is
now working with his father in
the architectural business.
·
Mimi Veres, Historian of Nu
Sigma Tau Sorority will be married July 30, to Ernest Taylor.
Three of her bridesmaids will be
her sorority sisters. They are Joan
Pruddhomme, Eula Heebner, a nd
June Simon.

by Roberta Starke
It seems appropriate that the
last issue of the year should be
devoted to a discussion of "Group
Dynamics at All Levels," written
by our own Dr. Eugene Wilkins
for the April '50 issue of the New
J ersey Educational Review. We are
going to quote more of bis material than is generally our custom.
Group Dynamics is the force
which stimulates active participation and creative endeavor in the
classroom. Have you thoughtfully
considered the viewpoint which Dr.
Wilkins brings out in his article?
When one kindergarten child dominates the situation, decides what
to play, and tells each playmate
what he is to do, group dynamics
is squelched. The other members
of the g roup become only his
players. In Junior High School,
group dynamics come predominantly to the fore, if encouraged,
for then the pupils are beginning
to challenge and test statements
formerly accepted. This initiative
may be killed by over-emphasis
upon the mastery of preconceived
subject matter, the necessity to
meet rigid requirements for college entrance, or by accentuation
of the ratings of students in relationship to the accomplishments
of others. JnitiathTe is less inhibited in clubs for the pupil will
naturally Jom the club which
covers a field in which he is most
accomplished.
What may be gained by stimulating a democratic classroom?
(Contiltued on Pago S ovon}

A Mother-Daughter Tea was
held on May 23 by Nu Sigma Tau
Sorority. A very efficient group
made t he tea interesting a nd ent ertaining.
The Sorority spent the Memorial
Week-end at Point Pleasant. This
is an annual get-to-gether to provide closer fellowsh ip and fµn.

*

*

*

The last meeting of Pi Eta
Sigma Sorority was held May 21,
at the home of soror Adele
Chaskes. The elections of next
year's officers were held. Those
elected were: Shirley Berger,
Chancellor; Bunny Belfer, ViceCbancellor; Marilyn Linker, Correspondjng Scribe; Adele Chaskes,
Recording Scribe; Mary Showe,
(Continued on Page Seven)
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"Lament of a
Psychology
Student"

Shop Talk
by Burton Davis
At last someone else other than
Charles Buleca has done some
cleaning up after an I.A. Guild
fracas! I caught this group doing
dishes after the last meeting of
the season and enjoying themselves yet! "Chuck" must have
made strong coffee!
The I.A. Guild election for new
officers was held May 17, Robert
Becker is the President for the
coming year. He quietly accepted
but I suspect there will be plenty
said starting in September. The
Vice-Presidency went to J oseph
Bellina. The Treasurer handed over
the books to Michael Lucov while
Herbert Sachs takes up tl:\e pen
as secretary. A very satisfactory
election.
Often, as time. goes by we lose
sight of what has been done. This
run down will recall many happy
events I'm sure.
The Industrial Arts Guild had
its activities divided into four
parts: Field Trips-John Bulger,
Social Activities-Charles Buleca,
Movies - Henry Patterson, Speakers - John Mastroean. Two members from each class acted as representatives: Freshman - Ralph
Fanaroff, John Muniz, Sophomore
- Robert Shaffer, Charles Whichard, Junior - Robert Delio-Russo,
Bob Becker and Senior - Joseph
Pacella, Robert Della Penta.
1. Field Trips Each class
went on two field trips to Industrial Plants in the vicinity of Newark. These seem to be popular for
they are related to the I.A. program at the college.
2. Social Activities - The boys,
Industrial Arts, from New York
University visited our laboratories.
We attended a magic show in the
auditorium, and a coffee social in
the cafeteria.
3. Movies - Three educational,
Industrial Arts, movies were shown
and two sports.
4. Speakers - Mr. John Botkin,
Rahway High School, spoke on the
pension system for veterans. A
demonstration on wood finishing
was performed by a representative from an outstanding varnish
company.
All the classes have permission
to attend the convention in Asbury
Park, New J ersey; also two representatives will be sent from the
Guild to attend the convention with
all expenses paid for two days.
A program of outstanding significance was held with Epsilon Pi
Tau. Dr. John R. Ludington, Specialist for Industrial Arts, U. S.
Office of Education, and Dr. Ralph
Pickett, Associate Dean, School of
Education, N. Y. U. were the principal speakers. For the first time
the l. A. Guild sponsored a booth
at the Convention in Asbury Park,
N. J.
John Bulger and his staff of officers have turned in an excellent
record on the local, state and national levels of the Industrial Art
Guild.
And so--we reach the end of
another school year. Have fun!
So long . . . . . .
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by Janet Wrigley
P sychosis, neurosis,
Frustration and sex;
Telepathy, instinct,
Drive and reflex.
Self preservation,
Compulsions and fears;
Adjustment, reaction,
Retreating through tears.

K.P. Duty. (That's Army talk!) Front row: A. Salvo, J. Brooks,
F. Vogt. Left group: J. Bellina, A. Vauder Does, W. Nelson, J.
Mastroean. Right group: G. McElroy, V. .Martin, L. White, R.
Beeker, W. Kingston.

Brother and Sister

Mc Kenna Award

(Continued from Page Six)

(Continued from Page One)

Treasurer and Zara Cohan, Alumni
Chancellor.
ALPHA :i'HETA PI
The final meeting of Alpha
Theta Pi sorority was held at Dr.
Shea's home on May 31, 1950. Officers for the year 1950 and 1951
were elected. President, Norma
Lou
Schooly;
Vice-President,
Diana Klimowicz; Recording Secretary, Katherine Ross; Corresponding Secretary, Edith Boccia;
Treasurer, Rita Sibilia; Historian,
Ethel Linehan; Honorary VicePresident, Rosalie Distasio.

* .. *
01\IEGA PHI
The results of the Omega Phi
elections for 1950-51 were: Chancellor, Natalie Molin; Vice-Chancellor, Norma Troy; Recording
Secretary, Jean Goldman; Corresponding Secretary, Doree Denburg;
Treasurer, Rose Klein; Social
Chairman, Rita Schaeffer; Historian, Bobbie Katz.
Plans were also made at this
final meeting for the sorority's
annual picnic to be held at Palisades Interstate Park.

Teachers' Corner
(Continued from Page Six)
It insures greater permanence of
learning because the learning has
been lived. All are more likely to
understand the subject under discussion because the members of
their peep group are less likely
to use a vocabulary beyond their
comprehension. Group dynamics
stimulates the participant to mental alertness, thus engaging the
abilities of observation and evaluation. Each participant plays in
turn the part of leader as well
as follower.
When using group dynamics,
your goals must be relatively flexible for contributions submitted
of ten alter the original goal. Devising more adequate means of
testing the learnings of group dynamics becomes a challenge t o the
skillful teacher. It also requires
more time than handing out subject matter which passes from the
notebook of the teacher to the
test paper of the student without
going through the minds of either ;
but if democracy is to capitalize
on the best brains and talents
of its people, group dynamics
must become part of their cultural pattern.

piro, Rose Klein, Natalie Molin,
and Lucy Fonsceca.
Awards were presented to the
varsity sports organizations, the
names of the awardees can be
found on another page. Women's
sports awards went to Natalie
Molin, Janet Hewitson, Elaine
Marshall, Arlene Phelan, Janet
Deinzer, Joan Callanan, Rose
Macan, Rosemarie Haug, Lottie
Koehler, Marge Burrows, Joan
MacPbillips, Ethel Linehan, Golda
Mess, Catherine Schneider, Rita
Hekke1·, Mildred Coyne, Reesa Serwatka, Angela Corrento, Dorothy
Piatek.
A Gold basketball was presented
to Natalie Molin as first award
in the set shot contest. Other winners were Ethel Linehan and
Elaine Marshall. Cheerleaders emblems were presented to Janet
Deinzer, Barbara Moriarty, Barbara Wolfe, Mary Weber, Elaine
Trattino, Florence Koflof.
The McKenna Award was presented to Abe Kaplowitz. George
Anderson was the recipient of the
new Croce Educational Society
Scholarship. The Ralph P. Sozio
A ward for the best defensive player, given by Coach Jannerone was
awarded to Frank Vogt.

~

Oh, for a
System

by Terry Leone
Ever since the beginning of formal education, new systems of
studying have been continually improvised. We have found through
laborious investigation that Newark State contains students who
fall into two major categories of
studies, the "Conscientious" and
the "Haphazard." We would like
to delve into the mystery of their
systems and see what makes them
tick. However, to do so would be
a long and thankless task, so we
shall just give a quick resume now
and leave the dirty work for
later.
In one corner we find the habitual worker who plods along week
after week, doing his assignments,
and then, at exam time, flips his
books into his locker and spends
the week-end before exams on a
spree.
On the other side of the fence
is the perpetual pinochle, bridge,

Reaction formation,
Catharsis and growth;
Emotion, behavior,
Libido and sloth.
Muscular changes,
Disease of the mind;
Standardized tests, and
The things that they find.
These theories and statements
Will drive me to drink.
I'm so maladjusted,
I no longer can think.
Allergies, tensions,
These are my lot.
Social Security's good for a sot.
Freud'd have nightmares
Reading my dreams
"Entirely frustrated,"
Tl.i at's how it seems.
"Where ignorance is bliss,
'Tis folly to be wise."
The clinical approach proves
That Mania's cause hives.
Why isn't life simple?
Why aren't I meInstead of examples
Of abnormality?
and canasta fiend who spends all
his free time in his habitat, the
Tudor Room, and then, at the
eleventh hour, crams eight sixweek courses into sixty minutes.
He sounds more like the typical
Newark Stater.
Let me give you a fer instance.
(And this ain't fantasy, either.)
One student looking for an easy
way out of having t o study found
a system of associating various
poets with their more famous quotations,
He theorized: "I wandered
lonely as a cloud" was written by
Wordsworth. Therefore, I'll just
associate "wandered with Wordsworth - W with W. That should
be easy! I can't miss! Using the
same technique for various other
poems, be came out with Death
be not proud" by John Donne.
Death and Donne. I s this ever a
cinch!
But when the exam came and he
put his scheme to work, his paper
read, instead of Wordsworth and
Donne, Whitman and Dryden. His
mark - we won't even go into
that.
Another case, even more extreme, is the trio who sang "Three
B-b-b-blind Mice" to themselves
throughout the Music Exam in
order to remember Brahms, Beethoven, and Bacli.
We can only rationalize at this
point how high the marks might
go if students spent as much time
and energy studying for the exams
instead of trying to study around
them.

Varieties
by Mary Di F iore
Jots, etc.Now that spring is legally here,
the vernal equinox passed, and the
baseball season battin' away, I
imagine there will be a coincidental surge of dying distant cousins
causing students in colleges all
over the country to take a bereaved day off to attend the "funeral" and (quite coincidentally, of
course) a Yogi Berra performance.
. . . Hint--To all seniors: You'll
be teaching next year (it can't be
helped!) and if you're as profoundly wise as is hoped, you'll take the
little ones to see J ean Arthur in
"Peter Pan." Now I wouldn't wish
anything like a ride into New York
on any teacher, so you know it
must be worth it . . . speaking of
being worth it, get Gordon Jenkin's "Bewitched, Bothered, and
Bewildered"-like the bottom of a
stove, it's grate! .. . Ye Olde College Bookie Shop now has decals
and transfers . . . more space in
the Tudor Room now that most of
its inhabitants are flagpole sitters
. .. hey! cute s napshots in the recently issued Memoribilia. . . . To
Mr. Smith: You can fool some of
the people all of the time and all
of the people some of the time and
anyone at Newark anytime and I
wish you'd stop it! . . . Heard a
joke: One psychiatrist to another:
"You're fine, how am I?" . . . To
Student Org: How about a propitiously placed Suggestion Box
for next year? Mebbe in the Tudor
Room. . . . Gals, from what I've
seen of summer clothes, they're
pretty sharp. But be careful. If
the tops were lower and the skirts
a little higher, they could be used
as belts. . . . P.A.L. · (Police Athletic League) campaign now going
full force-help out if you possibly
can. It's one of the most worth
while organizations I know of.. . .
Logic: The frosh are going to get
even with the Sophs for hazing by
1·eally throwing the book at next
year's freshmen . .. the Art Shop
on Halsey Street has almost anything you might need for those
projects teachers are expecting to
be handed in this month. The art
atmosphere is so thick that you
could streak it with a paint brush.
Go down six steps and there you
are . . . wasn't Norm's treatment
of "The Ugly Duckling" delightJ;ul? More shows like this please.
Honor system: Where the
teacher has the honor, and the student has the system. . . . Overheard in gym: "It's easy, Martha
(playing deck tennis) all you have
to do is throw and catch it!" ...
TopsOne Geo. McMeen's smo-o-o-oth
volley serving . . . the F.A. Art
Exhibit. . . . Mr. Mac's crew cut
. . . compliments on Newark Stater's profound knowledge on the
jaunt to Philly . . . the Dr. Williams assembly (did you know he
reads minds, too?) . . . Joan Lesnick's melodious warbling in Room
32-terrific! . . . the Senior show
. . . Norms' production "The Ugly
Duckling" . . . re latter, George
Pappas' direction . . . .
These Are Thoughts Dept.. Vacation, oh, vacation! ... goodby's to be said, sob, sob . . . I am

(Continued on Page Eight )

Soph Cirls
Volleyball
Champs
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Profs Lose in Tenth
To Jersey City
The. Newark State baseball
squad dropped a heartbreaking 1510 thriller to Jersey City State
Teachers in ten innings on May 6
at Belleville Park. Jersey City's
win gave them a 5- 2 reco rd for th e

Sig Theta Chi
Tops Nu Sig

F-Dickinson Tops Tutors
Homer Wins Gaine, 11-7

The traditional basketball game
A superb pitching relief job by
The Sophomore class once more
between Nu Sigma Ph"i and s·igma
McCa rtin and a home run by
emerged as champions in the fiel d
Theta Chi was played on Mond ay,
Art Shippers enabled Fairleighof spo1-ts. This time the girls' volMay 8, in the college gym. s·igma
.
Dickinson College of Rutherford to
leyball team triumphed over five
Theta Chi won the low scormg
condefeat Newark Teach ers 11-7 on
other teams to cop the winning
test 25-20. Abe Kaplowitz, varsity
May 13 at· Belleville Municipal
position with five wins and no season.
ace, paced the victors with 15
Stadium.
losses.
Newark opened the ballga~e by points. John Sheehan led the Nu
. .
. t of: ramming across two runs m the Sig scoring by caging three sets
Newark jumped off to a 1-0 lead
The wmmn_g team consis s •
first inning. Two walks and basf;l for 6 points.
in the first inning. With one out,
Dolores Tursick, Helen Fredrick- hits by Al Cohn and Barney Ton- Nu S iirma Phi
ll f pts.
Marmo lined a single into left,
son, Arlene Phelan, Norma Schoon ecorded the tallies. J ersey vander Does, F - - - - - - 1 0 2
stole second and scored on Jim
M
R
D'Allegro nese r
Sheeban F - - - - - - - 3 0 6
R
ley,
ose
acan, a~
' City knotted the score in the next Mastroe~n. F -_-:_-:_-:_-:-:-:-:-::= 2 0 4
Blakey's single. A walk, two hits,
Joan Schaeffer, Ethel Lmehan, F
Jan- mmng
. .
C
0 0 0
wi·th three singles and a R~_ssowagno,
P1Jas, G _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1 0 2
a stolen base and a wild pitch enD
et Hewitson,. and Ruth
e
or- Newark error. However, the Tu- Kede~sba, G
1 0 2
abled Newark to garner two more
t
. t h e b ot - Martin, G - - - - - - - 1 2 4
res ·
tors regained the lead m
tallies in the second.
9
2
20
* * *
tom half of the inning.
g f pts.
Sigma T heta Chi
After Fairleigh had scored one
The girls deck tennis tournaThe Newark scoring in this Anderson, F - - - - - - 0 0 0
run in the bottom of the second,
Casciotti, F -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 0 0 0
ments are rolling along. One com- frame was highlighted by the sen- Kaplowitz,
F
6 3 15
Newark again rallied to drive
plete set bas been played, and the sational base running by Frank Beisler, C - - - - - - - 2 0 4
C - - - ~ - - - 0 o. 0
starter Frank Buono f!om the
remaining games are to be com- Marmo and Frank Ippolito. lppo- Dilworth,
1 0 2
Ridgeway,
G
Becker, G _ _ _ _..;.__ _ 2 0 4
mound with a three run splurge.
pleted after the Memorial Day va- lito got a life on first on an error
Bellina a nd Al Cohn walked to
11 3 25
cation.
by shortstop Babbini, stole second
start the inning. Johnnie Mastroand third and scored on Marmo's
ean singled to score Bellina and
slash
single
into
left.
"Duke"
stole
Varieties
move Cohn to third. Shapiro
second and, on an attempted pickJoe Bellina - First Sacker
walked to load the sacks. Ernie
(Continued from Page Seven)
off was hit on the head with the
Hobbie blasted a hot grounder
very sad . . . I shall miss getting bail and shaken up. When play
down the third base line, but a
up at six A .M. and grabbing a was resumed he promptly stole
Evidently, the Faculty volleygood stop by Bruno forced MastroPennsy (when it comes in on time) third and sco~·ed on a passed ball. ball team didn't know when it was
ean although another run crossed
to get down here . . . it's really a
Jersey City regained a 6-4 lead well off. After trimmiI;ig the Junthe plate. Ray Arciszewski then
terrific little train . . . powered by with a four run rally in the fom·th ior-Senior squad for the unofficial
lined
a single into center field to
rubber bands . . . takes lon~er ~o inning at the expense of starting school championship, they put the
The State baseball squad will
get into Newark when _the wm~ is pitcher Ippolito. Four hits _and title on the line against a team of travel to M eriden, Conn., on June score Shapiro and make the score
against us . . . amazmg heatmg two errors by Al Cohn provided the Sophomore men. The Sophs, 4 to play the M ei·iden team,of the 6-1 for Newark.
system . . . that's a system? • · · the margin. Once again, however, won 15-10, 11-15, 15-13.
Class D New England State
Hobbie Relieved in Third
I was in a dandy little car the oth- Newark came hustling back.
Although handicapped by the L eague. The home team is a farm
Hobbie lost control in the last of
er day . .. they call it a coach b~t
Ippolito dl'illed a single into cen- absence of some of their star play- club of the Boston Red Sox:
the third inning when three walks
it could've fooled me-I thought it ter field. Ray Arciszewski walked ers of the previous week, the FacCoach McMeen has announced
was a Turkish bath . . • 103 de- and the two runners worked a ulty gave the student six a battle that only twelve players will make and two errors allowed three F-D
grees easy . . . once we're here, double steal. With runners on sec- before bowing.
Captained by the trip. These names will not tallies to score. Frank Ippolito rethough, it isn't too bad ... I fight ond and thrid, Marmo connected " P oosh-'em-up" Zweidinger, t h e be announced until cift er t he con- lieved Hobbie to quell the 1·ally,
for a seat on the 28 Summer Ave. with his second hit tci tie the score men, Ed Toohey, Ev Richardson, test with Newark College of En- but the fourth inning saw Dickinson take the lead for good. Art
express . . . it proceeds up Ray- at 6-6.
Doug Tatton, and Arty Earl, really gineering on June 3 aJ the Newark
mond Blvd. (speedy little thing) at
Shippers unloaded a 350 foot blast
played their hearts out attempt- Schools Stadium. This game will
about 3.7 m.p.h .... it's so packed,
into deep left field for a home run
ing to control the volleys. Ernie be the final tilt of the season for
we have organized breathing . . .
with two runners on base to make
Hobbie also joined the "old men" the Tutors.
if anyone ever sneezed, it would
the score 7-6 for the home team.
in their fight to retain the chamtake the driver hours to arrange us
Dickinson iced the game with
pionship.
back in order ... the driver makes
four more scores in the bottom of
The Sophomore squad was comthe trip very enjoyable, though
the sixth inning on four hi-ts and
posed of Frank Marmo, Jack
. . . he hates us . . . keeps telling
two walks. The Profs tallied once
Ridgeway, Bill Schaeffer, Gerry.
us to move back ... some day I'll
in a short rally in the last inning
McElroy, Frank Vogt, and Corget mad at him and only put six
on successive singles by Tonneson,
nelius Kastelein.
cents in the honid little black box
Whichard and Cohn.
. . . keeps saying, "0.K. if youse
.It squeeze play with the bases loaded
McCartin received credit for the
don't push back, tomon:a youse is
resulted in a double play.
·
victory while Frank Ipp')Jito was
gonna hafta wait for de next
Heartened by the • unexpected
tagged for the loss, his first of the
bus" . . . too bad he's not good
break Jersey City drove Hobbie
year.
looking . . . if you are curious to
from 'the mound with three hits
see what he's like, you can look on
ab r h
Newark S tate
4 0 1
and a walk. Barney Tonnesen was
A rciszewski, 3b ( .333)
any iodine bottle (10c and 25c size
Marmo, If. (.384)_:_-:_-:_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 3 l 1
brought in to pitch and allowed
Blakey, c (.333)
8 0 2
at your corner drug store) . . . I
l 0 0
Palmisano, c (.000)
two more runs before Frank Marreally shouldn't let him bother me,
Tonnesen, cf (.200) - - - - - 3 1 l
mo
took
over
to
quell
the
rally.
Bellina, lb (.272) - - - - - 2 l 0
I don't wake up until third hour or
1 0 1
Whichard, lb (.375)
Durkey
1·e!ieved
·
Reddington
on
app1·oximately 11 A.M. . . . I am
Cohn , ss (.230) - - _
- _-_-_-_-_-_-_ 3 l l
2 l 1
Mastroean, rf ( .333)
the
mound
for
Jersey
City
and
a nocturnal creature . . . wo1·k,
Po1·zio, 2b (.200) - - - - - - l 0 0
held the Tutors scoreless in the
l 1 0
Shapi ro, 2b (.143)
work . . . some day I shall stop
Hobbie, p (.428) _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_- 2 1 1
bottom
of
the
tenth.
Hobbie
was
2 0 0
running for trains and buses . . .
lpp01ito, p ( .200)
credited with the loss.
someday . . . my life to date has
Totals 28 7 9
N. Teachers
ab r h
been a series of train connections
ab r · h
Fafrleigh Dickinson
Arciz'ski, 3b - - - - - - 4 ½ ½
Ernie Hobbie - Pitcher
5 0 2
8
Marmo, If - - - - - - - 5
... some day I shall have my own
5 1 3
~~~
~~Schaeffer, rf
2 0 0
Ippolito lost control in the fifth Kedersha. rf
little villa in Italy . . . I'll be
1 0 1
Checki. rf -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-__-_-_-_-_-_ 3 2 0
3
3 l
Shippers, cf
Palomba, rf _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 0 0
served ham sandwiches and cokes when Jersey City again erupted for Blakey, e - - - - - - - 3 2 1
3 2 1
Frank Marmo
2
0
George, If
Hughes,
c -=============== l
. . . the ham sandwiches will be four runs. Three singles, two Cohn, ss -_-_-_-_-_-:_-:_-:-:-:-:-:== 6 1 1
Carsh, 2b - - - - - - - , , - - - 3 0 0
Ton'n, cf
5 1 1
P
itcher
Left
F
ielder
Lesnewski, lb - - - - - - - 3 1 2
garnished with venetians . . . or walks an error and two doubles Porzio, 2b _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 0 1
1 0 0
Shapiro, 2b _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 0 0
something ... and bright-eyed mu- drove' Chick to the showers. Ernie
2 0 0
Bellina, lb -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_:--_ 8
0
~~·c':.iti.!'.
-p - ..-....::.::=
T
=
o=tal
=
s
29
11 9
8 0 0
Whfoh'cl, lb
sicians will strum on their gondo- Hobbie 1·elieved and held the visi- Ippolito,
p _______ 2 2 1
Errors:
Bellina,
Shapiro,
Hobbie.
las . . . my typewriter will be in tors hitless and scoreless until the Hobbie, p - - - - - - - __: _: _: _
Umpires: Nowick and Windus.
the patio ... upon arising at noon , tenth frame with a great pitching
Totals 41 10 10 5
Newark
J
.
C.
Teachers
ab
r
h
e
I shall throw things at it . .. don't performance.
Babbina , as _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 1 3 1
call Fairleigh
O 1 8 3 0 4 :x-ll
Coach George McMeen will
get me wrong, I love to write . . •
Newark pecked away at the four Provost, 3b _ _ _ _ _ _ 4 2 2 0
Pirecki,
Ii
6
1
2
0
upon left hander Frank Marmo to
I shall stare wide-eyed at St. run deficit scoring one run in the
losing streak. Duke now has a
lb -_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ 6 0 2 0
Peter's dome • . . . if he'd wear a seventh, two in the eighth a nd one Kandel,
Durkee, rf-p
6 1 1 0 hurl the Newark College of Enseason's record of one victory and
Choka,
c
5
i
1
0
hat I wouldn't have noticed . . . in the bottom of the nin th inning Pinelli, cf
5 4 2 0 gineering tilt on June 3 at 2:30
a nyway have a marvelous time this to know t h e score 10-10. An ex- Ubehardt, 2b _ _ _ _ _ _ 6 8 8 0 P.M. at Newark School's Stadium. one loss.
summer ... and as we say in Par- cellen t chance to win the game Red'gton, p - - - - - - ~ __: _: ~ McMeen hopes that Marmo will be
The Engineers will be the next
Totals 49 15 17 l
went haywire when a n attempted Umpires: B'ellinski, Miller.
able to halt the Tutors' three game to the last game on th e sch edule.
is . . . Bye!

Sophs Top Faculty
Volley Champs

Diamond Squad
To Visit Conn.
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